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The Director of Avalanche Foundation, Emin Gün Sirer,
disclosed today the launch of Avalanche Multiverse, an
incentive program that will accelerate the adoption of
subnets that are app-specific blockchain ecosystems.
With this last announcement, Avalanche is making an
official entrance into the metaverse space, which has
pushed the price up positively in the last few hours. 

At the time of this report, Avalanche is trading at $79
with a 24-hour trading volume of $1,913,502,435.
Technical indicators in this pair are now turning bullish,
with its price action bouncing from a key ascending
trendline.  If the weekly candle closes above $90, the
$100 and the $120 level are the nearest two targets.  
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Polkadot has had minor gains on Wednesday,
ahead of the much-awaited executive order by US
President Joe Biden. Traders are now closely
monitoring DOTUSD as the pair could potentially
bounce from a critical demand zone on the weekly
and monthly timeframe. If the weekly timeframe
prints a bullish rejection of the $15 support zone,
bulls could be encouraged to place longs with the
$25 value area as the first target. 

Polkadot is currently trading at $17 with a 24-hour
trading volume of $924,464,404. The asset is up
4.75% in the last 24 hours, with its daily candle on
its way to print the first daily bullish closure in
several days.  
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DOGEUSD has remained within a clear
consolidation pattern in the last two months, with
the price unable to break above $0.25 and below
$0.10. 

Even when the crypto market has added some
positive figures in the last few hours, DOGEUSD
lacks volatility and momentum. Only by the price
closing above the $0.20 value area would DOGE
be able to return to a bullish short-term cycle. If
bulls fail to lead the rejection it is likely to confirm
that some further selling pressure for DogeCoin is
to commence soon.
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Investors project that SHIBUSD is near a prime price
for a key rebound. At the time of this report, the Shiba
Inu price is still printing lower lows on the daily chart
and there is still no evidence to suggest any bullish
behaviour on the short-term timeframes.

Similar to Dogecoin, the price of SHIBUSD has been
in a downtrend for months now, currently sitting 72%
away from its all-time high. SHIB is sitting at its last
retracement level (78.6%) which gives bulls a last
chance to shift the momentum. 

If bulls succeed to print a bullish weekly closure, the
first target will be the $0.00004 resistance (which also
converges with the 61.8% level of the Fibonacci). 
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MATICUSD price eyes a significant upswing as
the asset consolidation reaches the inflexion
point. The pair has been on a downtrend for a few
months now and bulls are considering the current
entry point as the last chance to revive the bullish
momentum before the asset sets new lows. 

A bounce off the $1.5 demand zone will be the
key to triggering a bullish move back to the $2 or
the $2.5 value zone.  The ascending trendline on
the weekly timeframe now places a crucial role in
preventing the asset to fall considerably.  A daily
candlestick close below $1.4 will invalidate the
bullish thesis for MATICUSD.
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Cronos (known before as Crypto.com) has some
substantial room to go higher towards at least the
$0.76 resistance zone. CRO price hit a major
support cluster at $0.40, with buyers likey taking
control. Nonetheless, the asset has not yet given
any signals for a shift in momentum. It is
recommended for traders to wait until the closure
of the daily and weekly candles. 

Alternatively, Cronos price action could display a
bearish continuation if bulls fail to reject the
ascending trendline highlighted in blue, 
 confirming a likely sell-off.
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ATOM price set for substantial ROI as the price action is now
heading towards ATHs again. The asset made a record move in
the last few hours, with bulls rejecting the $28 support level and
ascending trendline. 

As the macroeconomic situation stabilises, there is a good
window of opportunity for bulls to squeeze out short positions
and take ATOM back to the $45 resistance.  

If the price rebounds off the 20-day EMA, the buyers will again
try to drive and sustain the LUNA/USDT pair above $94. The
gradually upsloping 20-day EMA and the RSI in the positive zone
indicate an advantage to buyers. On the contrary, during the
remaining days of the week if price action does not show a
strong continuation from today's bullish action, bears could break
the ascending support line highlighted in blue and push the price
back to the $20 support. 
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